Abstract: Closing the loop around an exponentially stable single-input single-output regular linear system, subject to a globally Lipschitz and non-decreasing actuator nonlinearity and compensated by an integral controller, is shown to ensure asymptotic tracking of constant reference signals, provided that (a) the steady-state gain of the linear part of the plant is positive, (b) the positive integrator gain is su ciently small and (c) the reference value is feasible in a very natural sense. The class of actuator nonlinearities under consideration contains standard nonlinearities important in control engineering such as saturation and deadzone.
Introduction
The synthesis of low-gain integral (I) and proportional-plus-integral (PI) controllers for uncertain stable plants has received considerable attention in the last 20 years. The following principle is well known (see Davison 5] , Lunze 19] and Morari 23] ): closing the loop around a stable, nite-dimensional, continuous-time, single-input, single-output plant, with transfer function G(s), compensated by a pure integral controller k=s (see Fig. 1 ), will result in a stable closed-loop system which achieves asymptotic tracking of arbitrary constant reference signals, provided that jkj is su ciently small and kG(0) > 0. Therefore, if a plant is known to be stable and if the sign of G(0) is known (this information can be obtained from plant step response data), then the problem of tracking by low-gain integral control reduces to that of tuning the gain parameter k. Such a controller design approach (\tuning regulator theory" 5]) has been successfully applied in process control, see, for example, Coppus et al. 3] and Lunze 18] . Pohjolainen 26, 27] and Pohjolainen and L atti 28] to various classes of (abstract) in nite-dimensional systems, and by Jussila and Koivo 9] and Koivo and Pohjolainen 11 ] to di erential delay systems. Furthermore, the problem of tuning the integrator gain adaptively has been addressed recently in a number of papers, see Cook 2] and Miller and Davison 21, 22] for the nite-dimensional case and Logemann and Townley 16, 17] for the in nite-dimensional case.
In this paper we present results which show that the above principle remains true if the plant to be controlled is a single-input, single-output, in nite-dimensional, linear system subject to an input nonlinearity (see Fig. 2 ). More precisely, we prove that, for an exponentially stable system with G(0) > 0, there exists a number K > 0 such that, for all non-decreasing globally Lipschitz nonlinearities with Lipschitz constant and all k 2 (0; K= ), the output y(t) of the closed-loop system shown in Fig. 2 converges to r as t ! 1, provided that G(0)] ?1 r 2 clos (im ). The number K is the supremum of the set of all numbers > 0 such that the function 1 + Re G(s) s is positive real for all 2 (0; ). The essence of our approach is to invoke a particular coordinate transformation and perform a Liapunov-type analysis on the tranformed system. A parametrized operator Riccati equation plays a central role in the latter analysis which further develops an idea presented in Townley and Kamstra 33] .
The linear, in nite-dimensional part of the plant in Fig. 2 is assumed to be regular. The class of regular linear in nite-dimensional systems, introduced by Weiss 34] { 38], is rather general. It includes most distributed parameter systems and all time-delay systems (retarded and neutral) which are of interest in applications. Although there exist wellposed abstract in nite-dimensional systems which are not regular, the authors are of the opinion that any physically-motivated, well-posed, linear, time-invariant control system is regular. We emphasize that our assumptions on the actuator nonlinearity allow for standard nonlinearities occurring in control engineering such as saturation and deadzone. To our knowledge some of the results in this paper are new even for the nite-dimensional case. Whilst Desoer and Lin 6] consider the low-gain tracking problem for a class of nonlinear nite-dimensional systems, their framework does not include input saturation.
The paper is organized as follows. De nitions and fundamental facts pertaining to regular systems are assembled in Section 2. Section 3 contains the main result of the paper as outlined above. Examples and simulations illustrating our results are given in Section 4. The proofs of three technical lemmas are given in the Appendix.
Notation:
For 2 R, set C := fs 2 C j Re s > g . For 
Preliminaries on regular systems
In this section we give some background on well-posed linear systems: the reader is referred to Weiss 34 
The fundamental concept of a well-posed linear system was introduced by Weiss 38] : an equivalent de nition can be found in Salamon 32] .
De nition 2.1 Let U, X and Y be real Hilbert spaces. A well-posed linear system with state-space X, input-space U and output-space Y is a quadruple = (T; ; ; F), where (1) T = (T t ) t 0 is a C 0 -semigroup of bounded linear operators on X, Let an input u 2 L 2 loc (R + ; U) and an initial state x 0 2 X be given. The state x(t) = x(t; x 0 ; u) of at time t 0 and the output y( ) = y( ; x 0 ; u) of are de ned by x(t) = T t x 0 + t P t u ; (2.1a) P t y = t x 0 + F t P t u : (2. The generator of T is denoted by A. Let X 1 be the space dom(A) endowed with the graph norm. The norm on X is denoted by k k, whilst k k 1 denotes the graph norm. Let X ?1 be the completion of X with respect to the norm kxk ?1 = k(sI ? A) ?1 xk, where s 2 %(A) is xed. We have X 1 X X ?1 and the canonical injections are bounded and dense. The semigroup T can be restricted to a C 0 -semigroup on X 1 and extended to a C 0 -semigroup on X ?1 . The exponential growth constant is the same on all three spaces. The generator on X ?1 is an extension of A to X (which is bounded as an operator from X to X ?1 ). We shall use the same symbol T (respectively, A) for the original semigroup (respectively, its generator) and the associated restrictions and extensions. With this convention, we may write A 2 B(X; X ?1 ). Considered as a generator on X ?1 , the domain of A is X.
By a representation theorem due to Salamon 32] (see also Weiss 36, 37] 
As in 37], the Lebesgue extension of C is de ned by
where dom(C L ) is the set of all those x 0 2 X for which the above limit exists. Clearly X 1 dom(C L ) X and, for any x 0 2 X, we have T t x 0 2 dom(C L ) for almost every (a.e.) t 0. Furthermore,
( 1 x 0 )(t) = C L T t x 0 for a.e. t 0 : It can be shown (see Weiss 35] The following lemma will be needed in Section 3. Certainly, it should be well known. However, since we could not nd it in the literature, we include the proof. single-output regular system with state space X and transfer function G. Suppose that the system is subject to an input nonlinearity , where : R ! R is locally Lipschitz.
Denoting the constant reference signal by r, an application of the integrator
where k is a real parameter (see Fig. 2 ), leads to the following nonlinear system of di erential equations _ x = Ax + B (u) ; x(0) = x 0 2 X z Strictly speaking, to make sense of (3.4), we have to give a meaning to F 1 v, when v is a continuous function de ned on a nite interval 0; a) (recall that F 1 operates on the space of locally square-integrable functions de ned on the in nite interval 0; 1)). This can be easily done using the causality of F 1 . Then (x( ); u( )) is the unique solution of (3.1) which satis es (3.3) if a max < 1. Moreover, it follows trivially from Lemma 3.2 that a max = 1 if is globally Lipschitz. If C is bounded, then for all (x 0 ; u 0 ) 2 X R, the unique solution (x( ); u( )) of (3.1) exists on 0; 1) and satis es (1) lim t!1 (u(t)) = r , (2) lim t!1 kx(t) + A ?1 B r k = 0 , (3) lim t!1 (r ? y(t)) = 0 , where y(t) = Cx(t) + D (u(t) and there exists P 2 B(X), with P = P 0, and such that the Riccati equation hA x 1 ; Px 2 i + hPx 1 ; A x 2 i + Lemma 3.5 Let : R ! R be locally Lipschitz, let u : 0; 1) ! R be absolutely continuous, and let " n > 0 be such that lim n!1 " n = 0. For 2 R de ne The derivative on the left-hand side of (3.11a) has to be understood in X ?1 . Notice that, since is non-decreasing, ( ) 0 for all 2 R. We observe that, whilst in these new variables we still have an unbounded operator A ?1 BC L , the operator A ?1 B is in B(R;X).
We will investigate the stability properties of (3.11) using a Liapunov approach. Since 0 < k < K, it follows that there exists > =2 such that 0 < 2 k < K, and therefore, by Lemma 3.4 kH(1 + kH) ? is satis ed for allx 1 ;x 2 2 dom(Ã k ). (3.13) where the derivative on the left-hand side has to be understood in X ?1 R. For an intermediate step in the Liapunov analysis we need di erentiability in X R, and therefore we will use an approximation argument. To this end let T > 0 be xed, but arbitrary, and choose (w n ) W 1;2 (0; T; R) and (z n 0 ) dom(Ã k ) such that lim n!1 kk( ? (u))Cz ? w n k L 2 (0;T ) = 0 ; lim n!1 kz 0 ?z n 0 k X R = 0 :
(3.14)
Consider the system _ (t) =Ã k (t) +Bw n (t) ; (0) =z n 0 : (3.15a) (t) =C (t) : (3. 15b)
The abstract initial-value problem (3.15a) has a strong solutionz n on 0; T] in the sense thatz n (0) =z n 0 and (3.15a) is satis ed for a.e. t 2 0; T] (see Pazy 25] , corollary 2.10, p. Hence lim t!1 u(t) = ?1 and so, since is non-decreasing we obtain
contradicting (3.26) . Therefore = 0, and consequently lim t!1 (u(t)) = r , which is statement (1). Statement (2) follows now from Lemma 2.2, part (2), and statement (3) is a consequence of statements (1) and (2).
To prove statement (4), let r 2 im . Seeking a contradiction, suppose that the claim is not true. Then there exists a sequence of positive numbers (t n ) with lim n!1 t n = 1 and " > 0 such that dist (u(t n ); ?1 ( r )) " : (3.29) If the sequence (u(t n )) is bounded, we may assume without loss of generality that it converges to a nite limit u 1 . By continuity of and statement (1) we have that (u 1 ) = r , and thus u 1 2 ?1 ( r ). This contradicts (3.29) . So, suppose that (u(t n )) is unbounded. Without loss of generality, we may then assume that lim n!1 u(t n ) = 1. By monotonicity and statement (1) it follows that r = sup . Since r 2 im , there exists such that ( ) = r = sup = max : By monotonicity of we have ( ) = r = max ; for all :
In particular, we see that u(t n ) 2 ?1 ( r ) for all su ciently large n, contradicting (3.29) . To prove statement (5) assume that r 2 int (im ). Again seeking a contradiction, suppose that the claim is not true. Then there exists a sequence of positive numbers (t n ) with lim n!1 t n = 1 and lim n!1 ju(t n )j = 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that lim n!1 u(t n ) = 1. By monotonicity it then follows r = lim n!1 (u(t n )) = sup ; 15 contradicting the hypothesis r 2 int (im ).
In order to prove statement (1) for unbounded C, we will again be seeking a contradiction, and hence assume that > 0. It is clear that (3.26) and (3.27) still hold. It only remains to show that (3.28) is true also in this case. To this end, write (3.1b) which is (3.28). Statements (2), (4) and (5) The proof of the above proposition requires some preparation. Recall the concept of an !-limit point (and !-limit set ( )) of a continuous function : 0; 1) ! R. A point is an !-limit point of if there exists an increasing sequence (t n ) 0; 1) such that t n ! 1 and (t n ) ! as n ! 1. The set ( ) of all !-limit points is the !-limit set of .
The following lemma is probably standard: however, we were unable to locate it in the literature and so include a proof for completeness. Lemma 3.7 Let : 0; 1) ! R be continuous and bounded. Then
Proof: It su ces to prove the result in the case ! = 0 (if ! 6 = 0, then simply replace by ! : t 7 ! (t) ? !). It is well-known that ( ) is compact and is approached by (t) as t ! 1 (see for example 10], p. 113). Seeking a contradiction, suppose 0 6 2 ( ). Then there exists " > 0 and T > 0 such that for all t T, j (t)j ". Since is continuous, we may restrict attention, without loss of generality, to the case (t) " for all t T. we have, of course, (u(t)) = 0 (u(t)) and thus it follows from (A.10) that _ v(t) = (u(t))_ u(t) ; for a.e. t 2 0; 1) : 2
